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ABSTRACT
The BCG vaccine is a widely given vaccine against tuberculosis (TB), yet studies on effectiveness have shown considerable heterogeneity; as a result, BCG vaccine policies vary greatly across the globe and change across geography, and with time and disease burden. The recently updated third BCG World Atlas (www.bcgatlas.org) is a publicly available online database with information on BCG practices across 194 countries. This helpful resource has been used for over 10 years to support clinicians, TB researchers and TB vaccine development worldwide. Here, we summarise main findings from the third BCG Atlas' most recent update which included additional data collected around BCG strain type, vaccine stockouts and associated changes. Longitudinal analysis enables evaluation of changes in TB incidence over time, a method becoming more common in legislation interventions. A large number of countries in the BCG Atlas (156/194 countries) maintain universal neonatal BCG vaccination, of which 51 are considered low TB burden countries. We demonstrate the majority of countries who changed their national policy moved to targeted vaccination for high-risk groups, were in Europe and also had significant decreases in TB incidence both before and after policy change. Globally, the most common BCG strain continues to be the Danish strain, despite its worldwide manufacturing interruption in 2015. Substantial variation and disproportionality exists in which regions were most affected by stockouts between 2009 and 2019. Tracking and understanding the reasoning behind changes to national BCG practices and their impact on TB burden is critical for decision makers as they contemplate how to develop vaccination based on an individual country’s TB epidemiology; countries with high TB burden should administer one dose to all neonates, while countries with low TB burden may target specific high-risk groups.1

INTRODUCTION
In 2019, an estimated 10 million people developed tuberculosis (TB) worldwide and 1.4 million died.1 There are several treatment options for TB, however, only one licensed vaccine, the BCG. Developed in 1921, the BCG is one of the world’s oldest and most widely used vaccines, marking its 100th anniversary in 2021.1 WHO recommends BCG vaccination based on an individual country’s
Detailed methods related to data collection and creation of the database are published elsewhere.2

Countries may change national BCG practices for a variety of reasons but more countries are moving away from mass vaccination to target high-risk groups when TB incidence and burden have decreased significantly; this leads to lower risk of TB exposure and different risk/benefit trade-offs for vaccination.6 7 The definition of high-risk groups also varies across countries and evolves within countries, changing with global recommendations, risk assessments and risk factors for TB infection.6 8 9

In 2015, one of the main BCG vaccine manufacturers, Statens Serum Institute-Denmark, reported a production failure causing a global supply shortage of 16.5 million doses.10 The effect of this major stockout and others over the last decade on BCG vaccine strain use is still not fully understood.10 Therefore, one of the aims of the recent update to the BCG Atlas was to collect more detailed data around BCG strain usage and stockouts.5 11

In spring of 2020, a data hackathon competition was developed as a collaboration between data scientists and our team to improve data gathering efforts and update the BCG Atlas.12 This collaboration was propelled by COVID-19; early studies were suggesting that the BCG vaccine may have non-specific immune boosting effects against COVID-19.13 14 As global COVID-19 cases soared, more studies emerged examining the protective effect of BCG, and with them increasing anxiety of global BCG supply issues; concerns emerged that countries may hoard supplies and interrupt regular vaccination in high TB burden settings.15 16 These early ecological studies frequently used the BCG Atlas as a primary data source and highlighted knowledge gaps in BCG vaccination practices and the importance of having updated policy data. With the help of the hackathon, over 200 data points were extracted for 95 countries; new data was subsequently added to the online BCG Atlas and a third edition update was released in fall of 2020.11 The dataset now tracks over 45 key indicators of BCG vaccine policies and practices across 194 countries including, but not limited to, current BCG vaccination policy, booster doses, BCG strains, manufacturing interruptions and changes made to vaccination guidelines.

Taking advantage of the updated BCG Atlas, we can now explore the evolution of global BCG vaccination practices and policies, including the distribution of BCG strains and the frequency of BCG stockouts over the last decade. There are important unanswered questions about the impact of policy changes on national TB incidence rates, which can be addressed using resources such as the BCG World Atlas.

BUILDING DATA ON BCG VACCINE POLICIES AND PRACTICES

The BCG World Atlas (figure 1) is an online tool that contains information around BCG-related practices in a given country, enabling researchers and other members of the TB community to compare across countries. Countries are categorised based on their World Bank (WB) region and we used this classification to better understand and describe national and global changes related to BCG vaccine practices and policies.

As shown in figure 2, we compared current national BCG vaccine policy type, TB incidence rates in 2019 and WB region to inspect any patterns that may appear in the BCG Atlas. Data for yearly TB incidence rates (per 100 000 population) were collected from the WHO publicly available monitoring system. These estimates are based on annual case notifications, assessments of TB notification data, national TB disease prevalence surveys and death registration systems. All forms of TB are included, including cases in people living with HIV.

Countries who changed their national BCG vaccine policy or practice between 2009 and 2019 were identified and categorised based on their type of policy change. TB
The interrupted time series (ITS) design is increasingly being used to evaluate population-level health outcomes after a public health intervention, including legislation. The ITS model can assess changes in long-term TB incidence rates after policy change, such as a steepening of a pre-existing decline. To meet the quality criteria for ITS analysis, only countries with at least three data points before and after policy change were used.

An ITS model was used to investigate whether changes to national BCG policies were associated with a decrease in yearly incidence rates. For the purposes of this analysis, it was assumed the policy change occurred at the beginning of the year and that it would take 1 year to implement at the national level; therefore, year of change was considered as 1 year prior to change.

The BCG World Atlas .3.0
The BCG Atlas now includes data for 194 different countries, with updated data in 2020 for 188 countries. Countries are currently grouped into four BCG policy types: (1) current national vaccination for all neonates, (2) past national vaccination for all neonates with no high-risk groups identified, (3) current vaccination for high-risk groups and past vaccination for all neonates and (4) countries that only recommend vaccination for high-risk groups.

Over 80% of countries (n=156/194, 80.4%) continue to recommend mass BCG vaccination for all neonates; all countries in the sub-Saharan Africa, Latin American and East/South Asian regions follow these vaccination guidelines (figure 2). Using WHO TB burden definitions (<40 cases/100 000), 51/156 countries are low TB burden. All countries who currently recommend targeted vaccination for high-risk groups or who have ceased vaccination completely, have TB incidence rates clustered below 20 cases per 100 000 persons (online supplemental figure 1).

Changes to national BCG vaccine policies and TB incidence
Thirteen countries changed their national BCG policy between 2009 and 2019, all from the European region, except for Barbados. Most of these countries (n=9/13, 69.2%) changed their national policy from providing universal BCG vaccination to vaccinating high-risk groups only, while Ireland ceased BCG vaccination completely, due to shortage of supply. Other countries modified their definition of high-risk groups; Belgium added mandatory BCG vaccination for healthcare professionals, while both France and Sweden removed this group from their high-risk personnel in the same year they changed to a targeted programme. In 2018, almost 10 years after an initial policy change to a targeted approach, Norway changed their policy from vaccinating all healthcare personnel and students to only a select group. Similarly, Slovenia only began recommending mandatory BCG vaccination for neonates with families who have immigrated from countries with high TB incidence in 2015, after a decade of targeted vaccination beginning in 2005. The specifics described in official policy documents are listed in online supplemental table 1 since the definitions are heterogeneous.

To visualise the change in TB incidence rates over time for countries who changed their national BCG policy, a 10-year period graph was created (figure 3). In most of these countries, there appears to be a general decreasing trend for TB incidence rates, making it difficult to assess whether the change in BCG policy had any additional effect on these rates.

Adequate data were available for all countries except for Sweden (2017), who did not have enough data points available postlegislation. Except for Norway, Malta and Barbados (whose rates were already exceptionally low), all other countries had a significant decline ranging between 0.13% and 1.35% in their national TB incidence rates before the policy change. In Norway, Czech Republic, France, Spain, Slovakia.
and Slovenia, there was a statistically significant decline in TB incidence when comparing the prelegislation and postlegislation period. During postlegislation period, most countries (n=9/1275.0%) who had an initial decrease in TB incidence before the policy change continued to have a decrease.

When we expanded our search in the BCG Atlas to include all countries who changed their BCG guidelines from mass vaccination to a targeted approach, we identified 30 countries between 1975 and 2019 (online supplemental figure 2). Most changes occurred after 2005 and were in Europe. There were two countries with unknown year of change (from Europe and the Middle East, respectively).

**BCG vaccine booster doses**

Seven countries recommend at least one booster dose as part of their vaccination schedule; except for Sri Lanka, all countries are in Europe/Central Asia WB region (online supplemental table 2). There were 11 countries...
who removed at least 1 booster dose from their guidelines between 2009 and 2019 (online supplemental table 2). Nine of these countries were in Europe and removed all of their booster doses from their guidelines (n=9/11, 81.8%); Bulgaria and Russia removed their adolescent booster doses (14 and 17 years old, respectively), but kept those in childhood (7 and 12 years and 6 years old, respectively).

When we expanded our analysis to all countries that had removed booster doses, we identified 69 countries between 1970 and 2019, who were mostly in the European region (n=53/69, 76.8%) (online supplemental figure 3). Unfortunately, nine European countries did not identify the year of removal.

**BCG vaccine strains**

As shown in figure 4, we generated world maps to describe the global use and regional patterns of BCG vaccine strains. In the BCG Atlas, 84 countries had BCG strain information available. There are 10 different BCG substrains being used around the globe; Danish, Pasteur-1173, Bulgarian, Japanese, Brazilian, Russian, Connaught-Toronto, Mérieux, Chinese-Shanghai and TICE strain (figure 4). The Danish strain is the most common; there are 25 countries who listed it as their primary strain. Most of these countries are in the European region (n=16/25, 64.0%) followed by sub-Saharan Africa. Six countries (Bangladesh, DRC, India, Panama, Saudi Arabia, Uganda) are currently using multiple BCG strains. Unfortunately, BCG strain information remains unknown for most countries (n=107/191, 56.0%).

**BCG vaccine stockouts**

BCG vaccine stockouts have occurred all over the globe for the past decade. Information regarding stockouts was available for 177 countries (n=177/191, 92.7%). Figure 5 illustrates global patterns of vaccine stockouts before (2009–2012), during (2013–2016) and after (2017–2019) the major stockout period. Between 2009 and 2012, there were approximately 30 countries every year who experienced at least one stockout. The repercussions of the major stockout began in 2014 with the main effects felt in 2015; 56 countries reported stockouts, with over 40% of them never reporting a stockout prior to 2014 (n=25/56, 44.6%). In 2016, over 60% of countries who reported stockouts linked them to 2014–2015 (n=17/27, 62.9%). During 2017–2019, the number of countries reporting at least one stockout dropped back to approximately 29 per year. Over the 10-year period, there were 23 countries who had reported at least five stockouts, all from sub-Saharan Africa, East Asia and Latin America.

**LESSONS LEARNT**

Our findings highlight the heterogeneity of BCG policies and practices worldwide. Over the last decade, Europe has had the fastest declining TB incidence rate among
all WHO regions. Barbados followed Trinidad and Tobago and the Bahamas, who also recorded no TB incident cases the year prior to policy change. Ireland ceased BCG vaccination, citing low incidence rates and low vaccine supply due to stockouts. Understanding the relationship and thresholds between TB incidence, stockouts and policy recommendations is an important association that should be looked at in future studies.

Our analysis also highlights the association between TB incidence and policy changes over time. The declining trend in TB incidence for most countries (n=10/12, 83.3%) continued after the BCG policy change. This is an important finding as this strengthens the evidence about the effect and impact that BCG policies can have on incidence rates. This may quell uncertainty for low-burden countries about a possible large increase in TB incidence after changing from a universal programme to targeting high-risk groups. Future studies should investigate the impact of BCG policy changes not only at a national level but also regionally and in different subpopulations.

Although decreasing TB burden may be an indicator for switching to targeted BCG vaccination, it can present a new set of challenges. There is a potential risk for incomplete vaccination coverage among high-risk groups due to difficulties in identifying and defining the target population. This may justify low-incidence countries in continuing mass vaccination. Changing to a targeted approach requires strong TB control programmes, adequate surveillance and identification of high-risk groups and resources to evaluate and implement changes to national policies and infrastructure. From a risk–benefit perspective, maintaining national vaccination has minimal risks and correlations between high vaccine coverage, reduced TB incidence and TB-associated mortality are well established. Historical examples of discontinuing mass vaccination in Czech Republic (2010) and Slovakia (2012), and subsequent increases in TB cases, may also explain hesitancy in changing vaccination policies. Future research investigating changes in national BCG vaccine policy and practice, should also document the reasoning behind these changes to better understand their findings.

There are major disparities in incident TB rates and TB control programmes between Eastern and Western Europe. Countries who currently recommend booster doses were primarily in Eastern Europe and focused on school-aged children; school booster guidelines were historically created to ensure high vaccine coverage and thus may still be recommended due to weaknesses in national neonatal vaccination practices or other public health infrastructure. BCG strains have been considered interchangeable; however, recent evidence suggests they may confer different efficacy. A possible consequence of BCG stockouts may be a heterogeneous strain population; countries may change their BCG suppliers or have multiple suppliers to keep up with demand and thus, future populations would be immunised with a different strain. As the association between strain and vaccine efficacy is further investigated, this study highlights the importance of documenting BCG vaccine strain usage at the national and global level.

With only 2–4 suppliers providing over half the global supply of BCG, countries with universal vaccinations rely on these suppliers and are the most vulnerable for interruptions. Across Africa, 41% of countries reported a stockout every year since 2004. Unfortunately, this region has the greatest TB incidence and risk for meningitis B, for which BCG vaccine is protective. To avoid future catastrophic global shortages and prolonged suspension of vaccination, centralised information systems of vaccine supplies should be implemented as preventive measures and can aid in monitoring manufacturers to ensure the global demand is met.

Given the limited effectiveness of BCG vaccine in adults, there is a clear and urgent need for the development of a new TB vaccine. As of August 2020, there are 14 vaccine candidates being evaluated at various clinical trials phases, but only 2 are in the final stage of testing. Some candidates will act as boosters in populations who have already received BCG vaccine underscoring the importance of the resources such as the BCG World Atlas. Promising candidates such as the M72/AS01E vaccine (GSK), demonstrating the potential to reduce TB disease by half in infected adults, should be prioritised and moved to the next phase.

CONCLUSION

We were able to assess the current global situation of BCG practices with the use of a unique database and data extraction methods (ie, data hackathon). We were also able to explore TB incidence trends over time and the potential impact of national policy changes. However, it is possible that countries which experienced a decrease in TB incidence could have been attributed to other TB control programmes, such as new screening and treatment methods. Further, as TB incidence data is collected annually, it may fail to show short-term changes and may mask varying incidence rates in different regions of the country.

Although the BCG Atlas is an extensive online database, there were several countries in which we had limited or no information. While every effort was made to improve completeness of the database prior to this analysis, some gaps remain and may influence the global BCG vaccination landscape.

BCG vaccination practices will continue to evolve along with global TB epidemiology. When evaluating policy changes, it is important to consider international best practices, evidence-based research and public health recommendations. Having more publicly available documents about policy changes can help future studies better understand the reasons behind them. This work has flagged several areas for more research and infrastructure strengthening that would benefit the global community.
The BCG World Atlas continues to be a powerful tool for clinical, research and public health communities. By maintaining up to date information, this database can be used to track changes in practices over time. This may be helpful for TB policy-makers as they consider future changes to BCG vaccination guidelines, and as TB vaccine developers work towards a new and improved vaccine for TB.
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